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There are always a drift toward war in the nation-state world. Exploding war among/between
countries leaves the worst influence on ordinary people. War does not burn just place where it
falls down. In this concept, there are a lot of results between the conflicting views of war and
every type of war affects people who are inside or outside of war, psychologically, physically and
socially. This variety creates acute needs for people who were affected by war. “Risk education”
is one of the most important needs.
Risk Education is aim to minimize the bad affect on people of war and maximize the methods
against such alarming figures because of the war. A major factor shaping this kind of humanitarian
action is raise awareness dealing with materials which do not erupt yet in the battlefield.
People’s security at the forefront, we are repeating efforts to form an awareness on a large
scale. It is a part of way for a way out of the bad situation.
Educational session is provided in order to raise awareness related to war materials that can
cause bad situations by Risk Education Team which is an ongoing project of Danish Refugee
Council (DRC), European Commission (ECO) and International Middle East Peace Research Center
(IMPR).
We follow a methodology in order to bring the vision into action. Our methodology is consisting
of the home visiting and making presentations that could appeal to different age groups.
Awareness levels are carrying big importance from one person to another, one child and another
and the necessity to respect the habits and traditions of the families. Different age groups have
got different comprehension capacity. Framing these works, we have already developed some
informative and attractive games and gift for children and prepared brochures for adults in
addition we chose three languages (Arabic, Kurdish and Turkish) for the sessions.
Visual materials and verbal activities are used for leaving permanent effects by Risk Education
Team. Sessions were conducted in beneficiaries’ houses and IMPR Humanitarian Urfa Community
Center.
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Method and Material
War remnants is considered to be a huge risk on the lives of civilians men women or children,
which many of them lead to psychological and physical disabilities and to decrease these
dangerous remnants and risk of materials, the risk education team conduct awareness training
through going to home visits which aim to spread the awareness to all the community groups
elderly, teenagers and children. This also aim to change the wrong behaviors of using the unsafe
and traditional methods related with dangerous remnants and convince people using the safe
practices to avoid the risks of these dangerous materials. Also, these trainings have a huge
importance in delivering a humanitarian message which aim to decrease the number of new
victims who are ignorantly dealing with these dangerous materials.
Normally, before the sessions, the neighborhoods where the most Syrian refugees live, are
defined and the meetings are arranged with mukhtars. It is told about the concept of the
trainings. Through the leading of mukhtars, in the houses and in public domains the sessions are
conducted with appropriate materials accordingly different age group.
To elaborate the materials, in the adult’s session risk education staff use a computer to give
a session which includes 38 main points and takes around 1 hour more or less. Some of these
paragraphs are:
•
•
•
•
•

How the war remnants look like?
What are the resulted effects of the war remnants?
Singles and signs that appoint to a risk?
What to do before entering an unknown area?
How to act in case an accident happened?
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At the end of the session brochures are given the beneficiaries with the most important points
that are given in the session. In addition, risk education team do raising awareness to the
beneficiaries about IMPR community center
For children session risk education staff explain the session through using stories and 4 paintings.
The story aims to deliver an idea to the children of staying away of dangerous places and not to
touch any suspicious object or any kind of war remnants. After the story, the booklets are given
booklets which include the warning signs and a maze which explains the safe path to take, and
the exercise of drawing around the strange object by meaning the war remnants. After that
there is warning sign papers to be colored with red for the children. At the end of the session,
the assessments are conducted to find out if the children do understand or not. The assessment
includes a group of drawings and questions are asked accordingly if the drawing is correct, is
it a safe area or not, child messing with war remnants, or warning signs and the questions are
answered by yes or no.
Risk Education use all these tools to make the children tend to the love of colors and cartoons,
and also do awareness raising in the schools using a projector instead of drawings because
the number is bigger in the class room. Risk education conduct raising awareness sessions for
children inside the IMPR community center as well.
For teenagers, they tend to boldness and love of adventure, so risk education use games which
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make them use the instructions on how to play and repeat the messages according to the
situation. The game could be played by individuals or groups and it depends on throwing the
dice and moving between different areas and they should pay attention to the warning signs and
follow the safe behavior. At the end of the teenager session, a small test is conducted to assess
the session and to know their advance level in following the instructions and the previously
mentioned awareness directions.
Through this, risk education make people avoid from the other the risks and disasters that
may result from these materials, which claim the lives of many families and friends due to
maltreatment, not understanding it explosive capacity or the disaster that may result from it.
We have also monitored the circumstances of people and their life conditions during the homevisit sessions. We have taken note and registered care-seeking people in case.
As long as we were implementing our RE sessions, we faced many cases needed to be focused
for help and registered in the database of Community center.
The aim of our project to make awareness raising about ERW among both Syrian and Turkish
citizens if possible. Our strategy of working is to going to specific neighborhood which we
determined before in our weekly plan and search randomly about Syrian families, by asking
people, bakeries, and groceries etc. After we find a family, and represent ourselves as IMPR
humanitarian organization, and explain our aim for visiting, we implement our awareness
raising session about ERW, at this point if the family has special needs or in bad situation we
were taking a responsibility to take their case and register them to refer the case to case team
in CC, to be followed.
Taking cases was like extra job for us; not because of incumbent, for our humanitarian principles
after getting permission from our case team in CC.

Successful Stories
The aim of our job in the humanitarian field to help people and have a result , not just count or
register people , document them. These numbers and statics shows just numbers, but the pain
of each person is much bigger than these numbers.
We tried to solve even small part of the daily suffer for people who are in need, to open a
small window that could light their life, mind or soul even for a while, it’s not about the
supplement or things which we offered them, it’s about the idea of sharing the pain and help,
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taking responsibility as humans to support each other, it has reflections on the hole society by
raising the principle of the human been.
From those cases, four cases were referred and approved for SNF support from Risk Education
Team, two of them from Ceylanpinar , one from Sanliurfa the city and one from Harran. Other
ten cases were referred and approved for SNF support by DRC through case team.

Overview of some successful cases
•

•

•
•

Nesreen is the smallest daughter of a young divorced woman , who is working temporary
and taking care of her family , they are five person including the sick and old grandmother
Nesreen is eleven years old and has chronic illness , she needs high care to continue
her life , she is taking medicines all the time and can’t live without them . This family
was expected to be SNF case, and that what happened, They got their needs according
to the critics of this project.
Rojin also one of many people who has chronic disease in her kidney, but what made her
candidate for SNF support is her general situation, she is alone while her family stayed
in Syria, she forced to came here because of illness and lack of treatment in her city
in Syria, and her family can’t bear living burdens here in Turkey, she can’t work, and
depends on the neighbors for living.
We offered her a bed, supplement and paid rental fees for three month.
Waheed Dahaam is the father of a big family, they are ten persons , he is injured ,
that what made him disable and can’t work , but this wasn’t the main reason to put
this case under SNF case ; having a child with cancer disease and other child with
cardiac problem were the most important indicator that candidate this case also to be
approved under SNF support.

They have been helped by transportation fees which they need when they came to Sanliurfa for
chemical treatment and supplement
In addition to these, we sometimes hold meetings with each others to develop the tools and try
to guarantee quality through exchanging ideas. All of these are the axis of our work plan.
From the starting point, we were greatly convinced by the importance of the war remnants
risk awareness and how to avoid the effects that might result from them. Then, we faced the
challenge was convincing the people of the value of the information that we provide and the
importance of learning the safe behavior around these war remnants. In spite of the challenges,
the satisfaction and acceptance that we see on the faces of the beneficiaries at the end of the
sessions make us feel that these results a worth of the hard work.
During the project period we gave more detail and statistics also in that’s period we reached
more than 5000 people in around Şanlıurfa. Our target group is consisting of Syrian people in the
status of “temporarily guest people” of Turkish law.
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ABOUT IMPR HUMANITARIAN
IMPR Humanitarian is a humanitarian, non-governmental, non-profit organisation founded in Turkey
that works especially in Turkey, Syria, and KRG. IMPR Humanitarian aims to promote human rights
and humanitarian assistance with support of the operational projects. IMPR Humanitarian fulfils its
mandate by providing direct assistance to conflict-affected populations. Within this frame, IMPR
has partnership and coordination with national and international communities to have humanitarian
assistance activities in the area where displaced communities have been living. IMPR has been
carrying the humanitarian assistance programs in close collaboration with national and international
communities. Under its mandate, IMPR Humanitarian focuses on protection, relief, rehabilitation,
post-conflict recovery, capacity-building, humanitarian mine-action, and advocacy. Humanitarian
imperative, neutrality, impartiality as main principle of IMPR Humanitarian.
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